Everyone deserves to hear the whole meeting—loud and clear. Poly Sync 60 USB/Bluetooth® smart speakerphone fills small to medium conference rooms with remarkable sound using powerful twin speakers. Be heard with six microphones focusing on voices, not the noise, even from the far end of a room. And if both ends talk simultaneously, what’s said comes through so naturally no one misses a word. Connect any device, with USB-A, USB-C and Bluetooth connectivity options—simply plug in and start talking. Need bigger sound for larger rooms? Easily pair two units together for wider voice pick up. Conferencing doesn’t get any easier.

- The focus stays on conference voices, not background noise, with six-microphone steerable array for echo and noise reduction
- Conversations flow naturally, even with simultaneous talkers overlapping with full duplex audio
- High performance speakers allow users to hear clearly and stay productive
- Experience richer audio thanks to the bass reflex system with dual passive radiators for natural voice and deep bass
- Voices come through at a consistent volume, no matter what distance the talker stands from the unit, with adaptive gain control
SPECIFICATIONS

CONNECTS TO
• PC via USB-A/USB-C
• Smartphone via Bluetooth

COMPATIBLE WITH
• Windows® or Mac OS

USER INTERFACE FEATURES
• Touch sensitive user controls for
  - Call answer/end
  - Mute
  - Volume +/−
  - Programmable function button
  - Bluetooth pairing
  - Microsoft Teams (Microsoft Teams versions only)
• Push button user controls for
  - Power on/off
  - Wireless daisy chain
• Two highly visible status light bars for 360 degree call status indication and active talker tracking
• Combined USB-A and USB-C cable
• Two USB-A ports for smartphone charging
• One USB-A pass through port for USB video camera connection
• Kensington lock slot

WIRELESS
• NFC touch to pair NFC-enabled devices
• Bluetooth v5.1
• Supported Bluetooth profiles
  - A2DP
  - AVRCP
  - HFP
  - HSP
  - BLE
• Wirelessly connect two Poly Sync 60 units together for larger meetings rooms (when connecting to PC via USB cable or BT700 adapter, or when connecting to smartphone via Bluetooth)
• Private/shared Bluetooth modes for personal/common meeting use

AUDIO FEATURES
• Six microphone steerable array
• Microphone pickup range
  - Up to 3 m
• Ideal for room sizes up to
  - 6 m x 6 m
• Microphone Frequency Response
  - 100 Hz to 6.7 kHz
• Full Duplex Audio
• Noise and echo reduction
• Loudspeakers 2 x 50 mm high-performance music speakers
• Loudspeaker frequency response
  - 75 Hz to 20 kHz
• Bass reflect with dual passive radiators

DIMENSIONS
• 37 x 122 x 394 mm
• 1.5 x 4.8 x 15.5 in

WEIGHT
• 1000 g/35 oz

CABLE LENGTH
• 1500 mm/59 in

ACCESSORIES (INCLUDED)
• Main power supply with global pin adapters
• USB cable with USB-A and USB-C connectors

ACCESSORIES (OPTIONAL)
• BT700 USB Bluetooth Adapter

WORLDWIDE LIMITED WARRANTY
• 2 year warranty

APPLICATIONS SUPPORTED
• Plantronics Hub desktop versions
• Plantronics Manager Pro suites
  - Asset Management and Adoption

PLATFORM CERTIFICATION
• Microsoft Teams Room*
• Zoom
• Compatible with a wide range of platforms

* Microsoft Teams version only

LEARN MORE
For more information on Poly Sync 60 visit poly.com/sync-60